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A B S T R A C T 

Expansion of (sub)millimetre capabilities to high angular resolution offered with interferometers allows to resolve giant molecular 
clouds (GMCs) in nearby galaxies. This enables us to place the Milky Way in the context of other galaxies to advance our 
understanding of star formation in our own Galaxy. We, thus, remap 

12 CO (1–0) data along the Perseus spiral arm in the outer 
Milky Way to a fixed physical resolution and present the first spiral arm data cube at a common distance as it would be seen by 

an observer outside the Milky W ay. T o achieve this goal, we calibrated the longitude–velocity structure of 12 CO gas of the outer 
Perseus arm based on trigonometric distances and maser velocities provided by the BeSSeL survey. The molecular gas data were 
convolved to the same spatial resolution along the whole spiral arm and regridded on to a linear scale map with the coordinate 
system transformed to the spiral arm reference frame. We determined the width of the Perseus spiral arm to be 7.8 ± 0.2 km s −1 

around the kinematic arm centre. To study the large-scale structure, we derived the 12 CO gas mass surface density distribution 

of velocities, shifted to the kinematic arm centre, and arm length. This yields a variation of the gas mass surface density along 

the arm length and a compression of molecular gas mass at linear scale. We determined a thickness of ∼63 pc on average for the 
Perseus spiral arm and a centroid of the molecular layer of 8.7 pc. 

Key words: surv e ys – stars: formation – ISM: clouds – ISM: molecules – Galaxy: structure – radio lines: ISM. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he densest regions of giant molecular clouds (GMCs) are the birth-
laces of stars. The processes that drive GMC formation, evolution,
nd the star formation that eventually disperses them, are thought
o occur primarily in spiral arms, and can be probed by panoramic
apping of spectral line emission from trace molecules in the clouds

t millimetre wavelengths (Solomon & Rivolo 1989 ; Roman-Duval
t al. 2010 ; Garc ́ıa et al. 2014 ; Pan & Kuno 2017 ; Tosaki et al. 2017 ).
he spatial distribution of GMCs is highly comple x: the y are fluid
ondensations within a more widely distributed atomic medium, they
re highly fragmented, and often appear in large GMC comple x es.
n the efforts to understand our own Galaxy’s star formation, the
roader perspective offered by nearby galaxies with different global
piral structure, is very valuable. Two major problems prevent a
lear path to quantitatively setting the Milky Way within the context
rovided by other galaxies: (1) spatial resolutions achie v able in other
alaxies are much poorer (by 1–2 orders of magnitude) than those
chie v able within our own Galaxy; cf. the spatial resolution of e.g.
 pc at a distance of 5 kpc to GMCs from the Galactic Ring surv e y
Roman-Duval et al. 2010 ) versus 48 pc at a distance of 840 kpc to

33 (Gratier et al. 2010 ) or 98 pc at a distance of 14.4 Mpc to NGC
068 (Tosaki et al. 2017 ) and (2) our Galaxy is observed from within,
eaning that we do not have the privileged, clean, perspective of an
 xternal observ er. 
 E-mail: M.Wienen@e x eter.ac.uk (MW); C.M.Brunt@e x eter.ac.uk (CMB) 
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Comparison of Galactic and extragalactic studies is challenging,
ecause one might typically be comparing small, resolved substruc-
ures in the Milky Way’s GMCs to entire GMC comple x es that
re unresolved by observations in even the most nearby galaxies.
olecular clouds in our and other galaxies are primarily traced by

pectral line emission from carbon monoxide molecules, mainly in
he lowest (1–0) rotational transition that can be excited at the low
 ∼ 10 K) temperatures typical of the clouds. As a spectral line, it
ncodes position in 2D, Galactic longitude and latitude, and also
ine-of-sight velocity through the Doppler shift of the line. Detailed
O (1–0) maps of the central 9 kpc of M51 were observed by the
lateau de Bure Interferometer (PdBI) Arcsecond Whirlpool Surv e y
PAWS; Meidt et al. 2013 ; Pety et al. 2013 ; Schinnerer et al. 2013 ).
hese observations at a high resolution of 40 pc enable currently

he identification of GMCs in external galaxies (Rosolowsky & Blitz
005 ; Gratier et al. 2010 , 2012 ; Donovan Meyer et al. 2013 ; Colombo
t al. 2014 ; Leroy et al. 2015 ; Freeman et al. 2017 ; Colombo et al.
019 ). Recent studies have investigated the physical state of GMCs
Hughes et al. 2013 ; Chen et al. 2016 ) and the spiral arm structure
n the central part of nearby galaxies (Helfer et al. 2003 ; Schinnerer
t al. 2013 ). High-resolution Galactic plane surv e ys enabled us to
nfer the spiral structure of the Milky Way and lead to efforts to
odel the Galactic structure (Dame, Hartmann & Thaddeus 2001 ;
oman-Duval et al. 2009 ; Reid et al. 2014 ; Vall ́ee 2014 ; Pettitt,
agan & Smith 2020 ). Ho we ver, the most recent determination of
ilky Way spiral structure kinematically determined from GMCs

fig. 16 in Rice et al. 2016 ; Miville-Desch ̂ enes, Murray & Lee 2017 )
s clearly a poorer view than that of NGC 628 (fig. 1 in Muraoka
© 2021 The Author(s). 
ty. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
ch permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 

provided the original work is properly cited. 
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Figure 1. An artist conception of our Galaxy as it would appear from 

the perspective at the Northern Galactic Pole (NASA/JPL-Caltech/R. Hurt 
(SSC/Caltech)) is shown in the background. It gives an o v erview of the 
longitude range studied in this article that is indicated in blue shading with 
the Perseus arm illustrated as green shading. Emission from different spiral 
arms are contributing along the same line of sight in the inner Galaxy, which 
is indicated as white straight dashed line at a Galactic longitude of 30 ◦. The 
solar circle and a smaller circular orbit are illustrated in dashed white, sources 
within that are influenced by the kinematic distance ambiguity. 
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t al. 2016 ) despite or in fact because of the Milky Way’s immediate
roximity. A clean separation of Galactic spiral arms is difficult. 
To obtain a statistically significant sample of external galaxies 

ithin a reasonable observing time, the maximum achie v able reso-
ution from 20 to 40 pc is large compared to measurements in the

ilky Way and prevents a detailed study of physical properties of
ubstructures within GMCs. The analysis becomes more difficult 
hen questioning whether the GMCs are gravitationally bound or 
ot, and what the spectrum of GMC masses is. A comparison of
alactic and extragalactic observations requires that we are sensitive 
o the same size and mass scales in both the Milky Way and external
alaxies. Normally, the ideal solution to this problem would be to 
mpro v e the spatial resolution of observations of distant galaxies 
o that they are comparable to those achie v able in Milky Way
urv e ys. But the necessary advances in instrumentation which will 
nable the mapping of a statistically notable number of complete 
alaxies will not happen in the foreseeable future. We therefore ask a
if ferent question: ho w would our high-resolution Milky Way GMCs
ppear to us if observed at extragalactic distances? The aims of our
uter Perseus arm project are (i) to provide a direct comparison 
etween the Milky Way and other galaxies at the same resolution, 
ii) to investigate what distribution of GMC properties such as sizes,
asses, velocity dispersions, luminosities would we derive, and (iii) 

o understand how degradation of resolution affects the comparison. 
Distances to GMCs in the Milky Way are usually derived kinemat- 

cally in the absence of direct distance measurements (Watson et al. 
003 ; Sewilo et al. 2004 ; Busfield et al. 2006 ; Anderson & Bania
009 ; Roman-Duval et al. 2009 ; Garc ́ıa et al. 2014 ; Wienen et al.
015 ). The line-of-sight velocity can be used to predict distance, 
iven a model of how the Galaxy rotates. In the inner parts of our
alaxy (within the solar circle), this method is ambiguous, as two
istances are geometrically possible for any observed velocity (see 
ig. 1 ). In the outer Galaxy, the distance is unique and well-defined
elocity structures of the spiral arms enable a clearer separation 
f those than in the inner Galaxy. Furthermore, molecular cloud 
omple x es can be unambiguously identified and their formation and
volution can be studied in an environment, that is very different
rom the inner Galaxy, associated with a lower H I density (Heyer,
arpenter & Snell 2001 ; Heyer & Dame 2015 ), lower metallicity

Rudolph et al. 1997 ), lower cosmic ray flux (Bloemen et al. 1984 )
nd higher gas-to-dust ratio (Giannetti et al. 2017 ). 

This project is based on 12 CO (1–0) line data from the Exeter-
CRAO (Fiv e Colle ge Radio Astronomy Observatory) surv e y (Brunt
t al., in preparation) in the part of the Perseus arm in the outer
alaxy (see Fig. 1 ). The 12 CO line was observed at an order-of-
agnitude impro v ement in angular resolution relative to the Galaxy-
ide comprehensive survey with a resolution of 0 . ◦125 by Dame

t al. ( 2001 ). The data resolution is high enough to comfortably
esolve GMCs along the spiral arm, with sufficient dynamic range 
o allow exploration of resolution issues that confound extragalactic 
tudies. Furthermore, recently determined direct distances to high- 
ass star-forming sources in GMCs from the BeSSeL surv e y (Reid

t al. 2014 , 2016 ) can now enable accurate GMC distance and
elocity calibration, using high-resolution observations of intense 
aser emission to deduce trigonometric parallaxes and line-of-sight 

elocities. We combined those with the highest angular resolution 
2 CO observ ations av ailable in the outer Galaxy and present the
rst distance-calibrated map of the Perseus spiral arm in the Outer
alaxy from the perspective of an observer outside the Milky Way.
his article describes the preparation of the 12 CO data cube. Based
n the released cube, a detailed study of the Perseus arm at fixed
patial resolution will follow. 

Section 2 presents the observations of the 12 CO (1–0) line maps in
he outer Galaxy. We give an o v erview of the part of the Perseus spiral
rm in our outer Galaxy in Section 3. The identification of the Perseus
rm structure in position and velocity as well as the regridding of the
2 CO data on to a constant linear scale map are outlined in Section 4.
his involves the conversion of the spiral arm kinematics and the
oordinates from observations into the reference frame of the arm. 
e present the resulting 12 CO data cube at linear scale convolved 

o the same resolution along the whole arm. Section 5 compares
ur representation of the Perseus arm in position-velocity with the 
piral arm kinematics found in the literature. To study the large scale
tructure, we analyse the spiral arm kinematics along the arm length,
 arm 

, and the vertical 12 CO gas layer structure. We present a summary
f our work in Section 6. 

 OBSERVA  T I O NA L  DA  TA  

he 12 CO J = 1–0 line was mapped in the outer Galaxy in a Galactic
ongitude range from 55 ◦–194 ◦ and a Galactic latitude that is slightly
arying along longitude. While the latitude range is restricted to 
−1 . ◦5 to + 2 ◦ at a longitude l = 55 ◦−102 ◦, the maximum latitude

o v erage goes from ∼−3 . ◦5 to + 5 . ◦5 at l = 102 ◦−194 ◦. Observations
f the total area are splitted up in two surv e ys. The FCRAO Outer
alaxy Surv e y (He yer et al. 1998 ) imaged the longitude range
etween 102 . ◦5 and 141 . ◦5 with a radial velocity range from –154 to
4 km s −1 , while the remaining region was mapped subsequently by
he Exeter Five College Survey (EXFC; Brunt et al., in preparation).
he observed 12 CO intensity integrated over all velocities along 

he line of sight is plotted in Fig. 2 . This shows the o v erall sparse
istribution of emission in the outer Galaxy with indication to some
MNRAS 509, 68–84 (2022) 
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Figure 2. 12 CO intensity map of the outer Milky Way from the FCRAO/EXFC observed in the longitude range indicated in Fig. 1 and inte grated o v er all 
velocities measured along the line of sight. 
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egions with enhanced 12 CO intensity such as those at a Galactic
ongitude of ∼110 ◦, 135 ◦, and 173 ◦. Studies of molecular cloud
omple x es located in the area observed by the FCRAO/EXFC have
een published such as an investigation of their physical conditions
Heyer et al. 2001 ), in particular their equilibrium state, as well as
 principal component analysis within the Perseus and Local spiral
NRAS 509, 68–84 (2022) 
rm to characterize turbulence in molecular clouds (Brunt & Heyer
002 ) and as a tool to derive their distances (Brunt & Kerton 2002 ). 
The 12 CO line was imaged using the FCRAO 14-m telescope. The

eamwidth at the frequency of the 12 CO (1–0) transition at 115 GHz
s 45 arcsec which translates to a size of 2 pc at an average distance of
bout 9 kpc to the Perseus arm. A short integration time per spectrum

art/stab2704_f2.eps
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Figure 3. Based on a model for the rotation curve of our Galaxy by Reid et al. 
( 2014 ), Galactocentric radii are plotted in the upper panel and heliocentric 
distances in the lower panel as a function of Galactic longitude. 
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f 10 s was used. 12 CO observations were conducted in position-
witching mode by the FCRAO surv e y with a close reference position
nd the data were sampled every 50 arcsec. The frontend was the
CRAO QUARRY 15 beam array which is used in a frequency 
ange between 86 and 115 GHz. The spectrometers contained 15 
utocorrelators with a bandwidth of 80 MHz for each of them. 
he sampling of the bandwidth was every 313 kHz with a spectral

esolution of 0.98 km s −1 . An impro v ed array that was present during
he Ex eter Fiv e Colle ge Surv e y enabled on-the-fly mapping as
bserving technique and the sampling was per 22.5 arcsec. For that 
ata, we use a velocity resolution regridded to 1 km s −1 , although
he original data were at a resolution of 0.13 km s −1 . A total of 15
 10 6 spectra in 12 CO were obtained. We determined the fluctuation 
f the noise level after achieving a common velocity resolution of
 km s −1 to be in the range from 3 to 20 mK. This is similar to
he temperature fluctuation for the 12 CO data at a lower velocity 
esolution of 0.13 km s −1 calculated by Heyer et al. ( 1998 ) who give
 range between 9 and 15 mK. 

 L O C AT I O N  O F  T H E  O U T E R  PERSEUS  

PIRA L  A R M  IN  T H E  M I L K Y  WAY  

n o v erview of the re gion presented in this article is given in this
ection. The Perseus spiral arm is observable in the outer Galaxy 
etween a Galactic longitude of ∼50 ◦ and to beyond the anticentre 
s illustrated by the blue-shaded region in Fig. 1 . To set the part
f the Perseus spiral arm studied in this article within the context
f the Milky Way, the distribution of Galactocentric radii is shown 
n the top panel of Fig. 3 and heliocentric distances in the bottom
anel based on a model for the rotation curve of the Milky Way
Reid et al. 2014 , see Section 4.1.1 for details) against Galactic
ongitude. The top panel illustrates that we focus on the segment
f the Perseus arm that is mainly located at Galactocentric radii >
 kpc and thus in the outer Milky Way. The Perseus spiral arm is the
losest large-scale structure in the Milky Way and covers a span of
12 kpc in extent (see Section 4.2.2). The lower panel indicates that a

ong range in heliocentric distances between 2 and 11 kpc is co v ered
hich translates to a variation in spatial resolution along the whole
erseus arm of more than a factor 5. This corresponds to a change

n the mass sensitivity of at least a factor 25. Because the aim of this
roject is to obtain an unbiased comparison of different sections of
he spiral arm and a comparison to nearby spiral galaxies, we are

apping the Perseus arm at a common physical resolution from the
erspective of an external observer. This involves to first identify the
erseus arm based on its v elocities, conv ert the coordinate system

o the Perseus arm reference frame, then smooth the data to a fixed
patial resolution and finally regrid them on to a constant linear scale
ap described in the following. 

 ANALYSI S  A N D  RESULTS  

.1 Identification of the Perseus arm 

.1.1 Perseus arm kinematic rest frame 

e empirically determined the representation of the velocity–
ongitude structure of the Perseus arm using the logarithmic spiral- 
rm model derived from Reid et al. ( 2014 ) based on maser emission.
n particular, the Perseus arm kinematic rest frame is defined based
n accurate class II methanol (CH 3 OH) and water (H 2 O) maser
elocities measured by the BeSSeL survey (Reid et al. 2019 ).
aser parallaxes provide gold standard distance measurements, 

ven a few are enough to constrain distances with great accuracy. 
rigonometric distances which have been deduced from masers 
easured by the BeSSeL surv e y therefore allow us to separate the gas

mission confined to the Perseus arm from the foreground emission. 
ighteen maser parallax distances are currently available along the 
erseus arm. Galactic longitude, latitude, LSR velocity, parallax, 

rigonometric distance, and a reference of those masers are listed 
n Table 1 . We show the longitude–velocity map of 12 CO emission
nte grated o v er the observ ed latitude range in Fig. 4 with the maser
 elocities o v erlaid in red. 
We derived the radial velocity for the longitude range along the

erseus arm using models for the rotation curve from Reid et al.
 2014 ). They measured position, parallax, proper motion, and line-
f-sight velocities from Doppler shifts to a sample of ∼100 high-
ass star-forming regions within the Milky Way and fitted models 

f our Galaxy to the 3D position and velocity estimates. Because
ll motions are measured with respect to the Sun, they modelled
he non-circular motion of the Sun which lead to four sets of prior
onstraints on that. Comparison of the resulting rotation curves and 
erived parameters such as the distance of the Sun from Galactic
entre, R 0 , or the rotation speed of the Milky Way at R 0 , let Reid
t al. ( 2014 ) select model A5 as representative. We adopted their
elation between Galactocentric radius and azimuth with the spiral 
rm parameters resulting from a log-periodic spiral arm fitting. For a
iven range of azimuths, β, that cover the Perseus arm, we calculated
he Galactocentric radius as given in Reid et al. ( 2014 ) following 

 = r ref exp ( −( β − βref ) tan ψ) , (1) 

ith a reference Galactocentric radius, r ref , of 9.9 kpc fitted at an
zimuth, β ref , of 14 . ◦2 and a pitch angle, ψ , of 9 . ◦4 (cf. Table 2; Perseus
MNRAS 509, 68–84 (2022) 
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Table 1. Properties of methanol and water masers from Reid et al. ( 2019 ). 

Source l b LSR velocity Parallax Distance Reference 
(deg) (deg) (km s −1 ) (km s −1 ) (kpc) 

G31.24–00.11 31 .24 − 0 .11 24.0( ±10.0) 0.076( ±0.014) 13.16( ±2.42) Wu et al. ( 2019 ) 
G32.79 + 0.19 32 .79 0 .19 16.0( ±10.0) 0.103( ±0.031) 9.71( ±2.92) Zhang et al. ( 2019 ) 
G40.42 + 00.70 40 .42 0 .70 10.0( ±5.0) 0.078( ±0.013) 12.82( ±2.14) Hu et al. (in preparation) 
G40.62–00.13 40 .62 − 0 .13 31.0( ±3.0) 0.080( ±0.021) 12.50( ±3.28) Wu et al. ( 2019 ) 
G42.03 + 00.19 42 .03 0 .19 12.0( ±5.0) 0.071( ±0.012) 14.08( ±2.38) Hu et al. (in preparation) 
W 49N 43 .16 00 .01 10.0( ±5.0) 0.090( ±0.007) 11.11( ±0.74) Zhang et al. ( 2013 ) 
G48.60 + 00.02 48 .60 00 .02 18.0( ±5.0) 0.093( ±0.005) 10.75( ±0.58) Zhang et al. ( 2013 ) 
G49.26 + 00.31 49 .26 0 .31 0.0( ±5.0) 0.113( ±0.016) 8.85( ±1.25) Zhang et al. ( 2019 ) 
G49.41 + 00.32 49 .41 0 .32 –12.0( ±5.0) 0.132( ±0.031) 7.58( ±1.78) Zhang et al. ( 2019 ) 
G70.18 + 1.74 70 .18 1 .74 –23.0( ±5.0) 0.156( ±0.016) 7.35( ±0.76) Sakai et al. ( 2019 ) 
AFGL 2789 94 .60 − 01 .79 –43.0( ±3.0) 0.221( ±0.013) 3.57( ±0.38) Oh et al. ( 2010 ), Choi et al. ( 2014 ) 
G95.29–0.93 95 .29 − 0 .93 –38.0( ±5.0) 0.206( ±0.015) 4.88( ±0.36) Hachisuka et al. ( 2015 ) 
G100.37–3.57 100 .37 − 3 .57 –37.0( ±10.0) 0.289( ±0.016) 3.44( ±0.12) Choi et al. ( 2014 ) 
G108.20 + 0.58 108 .20 0 .58 –49.0( ±10.0) 0.227( ±0.037) 4.37( ±0.53) Choi et al. ( 2014 ) 
G108.47–2.81 108 .47 − 2 .81 –54.0( ±5.0) 0.309( ±0.010) 3.24( ±0.10) Choi et al. ( 2014 ) 
G108.59 + 0.49 108 .59 0 .49 –52.0( ±5.0) 0.405( ±0.033) 2.51( ±0.20) Choi et al. ( 2014 ) 
G111.23–1.23 111 .23 − 1 .23 –53.0( ±10.0) 0.300( ±0.081) 3.47( ±0.53) Choi et al. ( 2014 ) 
G111.25–0.76 111 .25 − 0 .76 –40.0( ±3.0) 0.280( ±0.015) 3.40( ±0.19) Choi et al. ( 2014 ) 
NGC 7538 111 .54 0 .77 –57.0( ± 5.0) 0.378( ±0.017) 2.65( ±0.12) Moscadelli et al. ( 2009 ) 
W3(OH) 133 .94 1 .06 –47.0( ±3.0) 0.512( ±0.010) 1.95( ±0.04) Xu et al. ( 2006 ), Hachisuka et al. ( 2006 ) 
S Per 134 .62 − 2 .19 –39.0( ± 5.0) 0.413( ±0.017) 2.42( ±0.10) Asaki et al. ( 2010 ) 
G183.72–3.66 183 .72 − 3 .66 3.0( ±5.0) 0.629( ±0.012) 1.75( ±0.04) Choi et al. ( 2014 ) 
IRAS 06061 + 2151 188 .79 1 .03 –5.0( ±5.0) 0.496( ±0.103) 2.02( ±0.42) Niinuma et al. ( 2011 ) 
S252 188 .94 0 .88 8.0( ±5.0) 0.476( ±0.006) 2.10( ±0.03) Reid et al. ( 2009a ), Oh et al. ( 2010 ) 
G192.16–3.81 192 .16 − 3 .81 5.0( ±5.0) 0.660( ±0.040) 1.52( ±0.09) Shiozaki et al. ( 2011 ) 
S255 192 .60 − 00 .04 7.0( ±5.0) 0.601( ±0.039) 1.59( ±0.07) Burns et al. ( 2017 ) 

Figure 4. LSR velocities of masers from the BeSSeL surv e y are plotted against Galactic longitude and o v erlaid on 12 CO (1–0) emission averaged over all 
Galactic latitudes ( −3 . ◦5 < b < + 5 . ◦5). The red curve shows the kinematic centre of the Perseus arm based on model A5 in Reid et al. ( 2014 ). The red dashed 
curves indicate a velocity window of ±7.8 km s −1 around the arm centre (see Section 4.1.2). 
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n Reid et al. 2014 ). Furthermore, we computed the heliocentric
istance, d , from 

 = 

√ 

d 2 cos 2 b + R 

2 
0 − 2 R 0 d cos b cos l , (2) 
NRAS 509, 68–84 (2022) 
here R 0 is the Galactocentric radius of the Sun from model A5, l
s Galactic longitude, and b is latitude. The distribution of distances
o the Perseus arm based on a log-periodic spiral arm model against
ongitude is shown in Fig. 3 . To derive the line-of-sight velocity to
he Perseus arm as reference velocity v arm 

, we included a radial and
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Figure 5. Integrated intensity is plotted on the left-hand axis versus velocities 
shown as black curve for the Perseus arm and as gre y curv es for the Local 
and Sagittarius arms. The velocity distribution of the Perseus spiral arm is 
marked in green and a Gaussian fit to that is displayed in red. 
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angential velocity component as suggested by Reid et al. ( 2009b ),
ho found that high-mass star-forming regions orbit the Galaxy 

lower than for circular orbits 

 arm 

= R 0 

(
� 0 + v t 

r 
− � 0 

R 0 

)
sin l + v r 

√ 

1 − R 

2 
0 sin 2 l 

r 2 
, (3) 

ith the circular rotation speed of the Milky Way, � 0 , the tangential
elocity component, v t , with respect to Galactic rotation and a radial
elocity component, v r , with regard to the Galactic Centre. We 
ompared the rotation curves using the parameters given in Table 
 in Reid et al. ( 2014 ) resulting from the different priors and found
hat they all agree within 0.8 km s −1 . We then choose to use model
5 in the following due to the similarity of the models and because

his is considered as representative by Reid et al. ( 2014 ). This model
eads to a nearly flat rotation curve with a Galactocentric radius of
he Sun of 8.34 kpc and a circular rotation speed of our Galaxy of
40 km s −1 at 8.34 kpc. 
Spiral arms cause perturbations to the circular orbits along which 
olecular gas is expected to flow according to the rotation of our
alaxy. Taking spiral induced perturbations into account, we found 

hat the best fit to the line-of-sight velocity of the Perseus arm could
e achieved using radial and tangential velocity components that 
lowly linearly vary with Galactocentric radius. We fitted the LSR 

elocities of the masers against their longitude according to equa- 
ion (3), where v t = v t 0 + 

dv 
dr ( r − R 0 ) and v r = v r 0 + 

dv 
dr ( r − R 0 ). Our

t defining the kinematic arm centre as shown as red line in Fig. 4
esults in v t 0 = −15 . 33 km s −1 with d v 

d r = −1 . 97 km s −1 kpc −1 and
 r 0 = 15 . 69 km s −1 with d v 

d r = −11 . 25 km s −1 kpc −1 . This yields a
angential velocity component with a net perturbation backwards to 
alactic rotation. The radial component shows a net perturbation that 

s changing its direction subject to Galactic location. It is orientated 
owards the Galactic Centre in the outer Galaxy, at Galactocentric 
adii larger than 9.4 kpc and l > ∼ 57 ◦. Approaching the inner
alaxy, at smaller Galactocentric radii and lower longitudes, the 
et perturbation of the radial component is directed outwards from 

he Galactic Centre. 

.1.2 Perseus spiral arm width 

o transfer to the Perseus arm kinematic rest frame, we extracted for
ach pixel in Galactic longitude and latitude the 12 CO spectrum. This
as resampled to a resolution of 1 km s −1 and based on equation (3),

he reference velocity, v arm 

, was determined at the corresponding 
ongitude. We subtracted v arm 

from the 12 CO velocity distribution 
ubsequently to shift the velocity axis and to place the kinematic arm
entre at 0 km s −1 . This enabled the extraction of the whole Perseus
piral arm as a coherent feature within a constant velocity window 

round the kinematic arm centre. To estimate the width of the velocity 
indow, we plot the 12 CO line intensity integrated over longitude and 

atitude on the left-hand axis in Fig. 5 as a function of velocity shifted
o the Perseus arm kinematic rest frame and fitted the distribution
sing a Gaussian. This resulted in a standard deviation σ of 6.6 km s −1 

orresponding to a half width at half-maximum of 7.8 ± 0.2 km s −1 

hat is used to define the spiral arm width superposed as green shaded
rea on the Perseus arm velocity distribution illustrated as black line 
n Fig. 5 . Our result is in agreement with the standard deviation
f the maser velocity distribution of 6.7 km s −1 . The two peaks at
elocities of ∼15 and ∼30 km s −1 connected by the grey line belong
o the Local and Sagittarius arms. 

To confine the Perseus spiral arm and distinguish it from the 
nterarm region, we used the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) 
rom the Gaussian fit of ±7.8 km s −1 around the kinematic arm centre
s spiral arm width marked as dashed lines on the 12 CO map in
ig. 4 . The 12 CO data cube in the Perseus arm kinematic rest frame

s subsequently limited in velocity to ±7.8 km s −1 in order to cover
he molecular line emission originating from the spiral arm. 

.2 Perseus spiral arm data cube 

.2.1 Integrated intensity ima g e 

e show the 12 CO map integrated over the velocity range of
7.8 km s −1 in the Perseus spiral arm kinematic rest frame (see
ection 4.1.1) in Fig. 6 . The irregular boundary at a Galactic
ongitude between ∼83 ◦ and 93 ◦ is caused by limitations of the
bservations. Extraction of velocities around the arm centre allows 
s to identify well-known star-forming regions in the spiral arm by
he 12 CO emission. 

NGC 7538 is an H II region ( l = 111 . ◦54, b = 0 . ◦78) located at
 distance of 2.65 kpc (Moscadelli et al. 2009 ) that harbours three
ompact radio sources detected at 5 GHz by Martin ( 1973 ). Among
hose the brightest source is known as IRS 1 that is dominating the
ar-infrared emission (Wynn-Williams, Becklin & Neugebauer 1974 ; 
ackwell, Grasdalen & Gehrz 1982 ). Furthermore, NGC 7538 is 
 star-forming region harbouring high-mass main-sequence O-type 
tars, IRS 5 and IRS 6 being the main ionizing source (Puga et al.
010 ). 
Another prominent molecular cloud complex is the W3 region 

onsisting of the three H II regions W3, W4, and W5 (Lada et al.
978 ). Among those, the brightest molecular cloud is associated 
ith W3 ( l = 133 . ◦5, b = + 1 . ◦0), W4 is a super bubble with an

longated structure around l = 135 . ◦0, b = −0 . ◦5), while W5 spreads
ut the whole complex to l = 137 . ◦5, b = + 1 . ◦5. These are ideal
argets to study the formation and early evolution of high-mass 
tars. In particular, W3 hosts young high-mass stars that can be
istinguished as OB stars, although the y hav e not disrupted their
olecular surrounding yet which enables a detailed investigation of 
 very young star-forming region (Lada et al. 1978 ). Jose et al. ( 2016 )
ocused on the star formation of the molecular cloud AFGL 333 in

3. Estimation of its stellar and cloud mass shows that its density is
urrently not high enough to form high-mass stars. Furthermore, its 
MNRAS 509, 68–84 (2022) 
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Figure 6. Distribution of 12 CO emission towards the Perseus arm in the outer Milky Way integrated over ±7.8 km s −1 around the Perseus kinematic arm centre 
(see Section 4.1.1). Prominent star-forming molecular cloud comple x es are labelled in red. 
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tar formation activity is much lower than that of W3 Main which is
imilar to other massive star-forming regions. 

Sharpless 235 at l ≈ 173 . ◦6, b ≈ + 2 . ◦8 is an H II region with a
iameter of ∼10 arcmin at the southern boundary of the extended
ark cloud Lynds 1518. Sh 235 is associated with a molecular cloud
hat was observed at optical and millimetre wavelengths by Lafon
NRAS 509, 68–84 (2022) 
t al. ( 1983 ). HCO 

+ (1 −0) mapping shows two velocity components.
ne of them at an LSR velocity of –20 km s −1 is associated with

n optical nebula and the second one at an LSR velocity of
17 km s −1 consists of three compact H II regions. Lafon et al.
 1983 ) found similar temperatures, densities, and sizes for the two
loud components, but different star-forming activities. The cloud at
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20 km s −1 harbours two B2–B3 stars, but no compact structures and
esembles an H II region at an advanced evolutionary stage. The cloud
t –17 km s −1 comprises sources emitting at infrared, Herbig–Haro 
bjects and H 2 O maser emission which are all signs of recent and
uccessively occuring star formation. 

The nebula Sharpless 156 (IC 1470) at l = 110 . ◦11, b = + 0 . ◦05 is a
ompact H II region (Israel, Habing & de Jong 1973 ) associated with
 large molecular cloud of 40 × 25 arcmin 2 identified in H 2 CO, OH,
nd CO by Hoglund & Gordon ( 1973 ). It emits intense emission at
ptical and infrared wavelengths, where it has been investigated in 
etail by previous studies (Cohen & Barlow 1973 ; Blair, Peters &
anden Bout 1975 ; Smutko & Larkin 1999 ; Zavagno & Ducci 2001 ;
hosh & Ojha 2002 ). According to an analysis in the optical by
eydari-Malayeri, Testor & Lortet ( 1980 ), the exciting star causing 

he observed ionization is of spectral type O7V. They suggest that it
ormed near the edge of the molecular cloud that has been eroded
way so that the star is now located outside the original molecular
loud. This explanation is consistent with the work by Lynds & Oneil
 1983 ) who were able to describe a velocity gradient across the cloud
y a model based on this scenario. 

.2.2 Linear scale mapping 

fter the identification of the Perseus spiral arm and the resampling 
f the 12 CO emission spectrally on to the spiral arm reference frame,
e describe the convolution and remapping of the spectral line data 

ube in the following. As a first step the spatial coordinate system
rom the observations was converted to the reference frame of the 
rm (see Appendix A). We transformed Galactic longitude into x arm 

nd Galactic latitude into vertical displacement from the Galactic 
id-plane defining the thickness of the Perseus arm. A reference 

oint is defined at a Galactic longitude of 180 ◦ corresponding to x arm 

f 0 pc and rising with decreasing longitude, while a latitude of 0 ◦

s assigned to the centre of the Perseus arm’s v ertical e xtension and
qui v alent to the Galactic mid-plane. The total longitude range from

193 . ◦6 to ∼ 55 ◦ is converted to x arm 

from ∼ –0.5 to 11.6 kpc. The
aximum latitude extent of −3 ◦ to 5 . ◦4 corresponds to a distance

rom the mid-plane between –180 and 325 pc. We concentrate to an
rea of ±100 pc around the Galactic plane, from where most of the
rominent 12 CO emission originates. 
The next step involves the convolution of the 12 CO data at angular

esolution to the same spatial resolution along the whole Perseus 
rm. We first defined a grid for the output data cube of linear scale
ith a pixel size of 0.5 pc. To smooth the 12 CO data at angular

esolution, we calculated for each pixel of the output data cube the
orresponding position in Galactic coordinates within the observed 
2 CO data cube according to our coordinate transformation. To 
onvolve the measured 12 CO intensity to a chosen fixed spatial 
esolution of 5 pc, we converted the linear resolution in pc to an
ngular resolution in degree using the distance at the corresponding 
ongitude taking a correction for the FCRAO telescope beamwidth 
f 45 arcsec (cf. Section 2) into account. We used a spatially variable
ernel convolution algorithm, because the degree of the smoothing 
epends on the distance from the Perseus arm to the observer: the
idth of the convolution kernel is larger for nearby molecular gas 

han for more distant material. To convolve to the chosen fixed linear
esolution, θ , we computed a Gaussian, whose FWHM = θ , for every
ixel of the 12 CO data cube at angular scale within a circle that spans
 radius of 4 standard deviations derived from the FWHM of the
aussian. This also takes a weighting of the pixels according to their
istance from the centre of each circle into account. The smoothed 
ntensity is then written into the corresponding pixel of the output
ata cube. Repeating this convolution at ev ery pix el of the 12 CO data
ube along the whole arm results in a Perseus spiral arm cube of
onstant linear scale that is smoothed to a fixed spatial resolution of
 pc. Deri v ation of the noise level of the linear scale data cube at a
elocity resolution of 1 km s −1 results in a decrease from 60 to 4 mK
ith increasing Galactic longitude from ∼55 ◦ to 190 ◦, consistent 
ith an increasing width of the convolution kernel. 

.2.3 Common resolution 12 CO data cube and data release 

 3D data cube of the Perseus spiral arm with the same spatial
esolution along the whole arm was constructed by convolving the 
ngular scale 12 CO data cube to a fixed spatial resolution of 5 pc and
egridding to a constant linear scale. The Perseus arm length, x arm 

,
he distance from the Galactic mid-plane and velocity difference 
o the kinematic arm centre as axes of the data cube result from
he transformation from angular to linear coordinates. The linear 

ass surface density map of the 12 CO data cube integrated over
he velocity range of ±7.8 km s −1 in the Perseus arm kinematic rest
rame is presented in Fig. 7 . To obtain the H 2 gas mass surface density,
e converted the integrated 12 CO line intensity into the H 2 column
ensity using X CO = 2 × 10 20 cm 

−2 (K km s −1 ) −1 (Bolatto, Wolfire
 Leroy 2013 ) and subsequently into the gas mass surface density.
his is the first data cube of a spiral arm in our outer Galaxy from the
erspective of an external observer that enables future comparison to 
ther galaxies at the same spatial resolution. Fig. 7 illustrates that we
o v er a se gment of a spiral arm in our outer Galaxy with a large span
f 12 kpc in extent, which therefore includes wide ranging physical
nd environmental conditions. In addition, it is the first spiral arm
ata cube that provides a template for a molecular gas study at fixed
patial resolution. We note that we restrict the distance from the
alactic mid-plane to ±100 pc as a homogeneously extended area 

or our analysis despite of the varying latitude co v erage of the 12 CO
ata cube. 

.2.4 Scale height distribution 

n addition to the molecular gas distribution along x arm 

, we also
nvestigate the vertical structure of the 12 CO gas layer in the Galactic
isc. A part of the Perseus spiral arm, within a Galactic longitude
etween ∼ 84 ◦ and 102 ◦ corresponding to x arm 

from 3.6 to 5.8 kpc,
as not completely homogeneously observed and is covered in a 

imited latitude range in 12 CO. Excluding this region as well as the
alactic anticentre, we integrated along the velocities covered by 

he Perseus arm of ±7.8 km s −1 and along x arm 

starting at ∼173 pc,
orresponding to ∼175 ◦, to extract 12 CO intensities from the linear
cale data cube. Integrated intensities are plotted as a function of the
istance from the mid-plane in Fig. 8 . To convert from integrated
ntensity to gas mass surface density illustrated on the right-hand 
xis, we used X CO = 2 × 10 20 cm 

−2 (K km s −1 ) −1 (Bolatto et al.
013 ) and divided by the arm length as detailed abo v e. A Gaussian
unction is fitted to the height distribution that gives a scale height as
he half-width at half-maximum intensity of ∼63 ± 2 pc. Our result
s in agreement with the scale height found by previous studies.
anders, Solomon & Scoville ( 1984 ) studied molecular clouds in

2 CO (1–0) at Galactocentric radii up to 16 kpc and determined a
cale height between 60 and 70 pc at galactic radii from 8 to 11 kpc.

odelling of 12 CO (1–0) emission at the tangent points by Malhotra
 1994 ) resulted in a scale height of 57 pc of the Galactic disc at the
olar radius. A similar, slightly smaller scale height than derived in
MNRAS 509, 68–84 (2022) 
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Figure 8. 12 CO integrated intensity is displayed on left-hand axis and the 
mass surface density on the right-hand axis as a function of the distance from 

the mid-plane. The conversion between the two axes takes the division by the 
arm length, x arm 

, into account excluding x arm 

from 3.6 to 5.8 kpc with limited 
latitude co v erage and starting at 175 ◦ to exclude the Galactic anticentre. A 

Gaussian is fitted to the distribution which gives a scale height of ∼63 ± 2 pc 
and a distance from the Galactic plane, z , of 8.7 ± 2 pc. The dashed line 
indicates z = 0 pc. 
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he outer Perseus arm is determined in M51 by Pety et al. ( 2013 ).
sing their PdBI observations of 12 CO (1–0), they obtained ∼40 pc 

or the compact component of the disc. Furthermore, Patra ( 2019 )
nvestigated the scale height of a sample of nearby galaxies from
he HERA CO-Line Extragalactic Surv e y (HERACLES; Leroy et al. 
009 ) observed in CO using the IRAM 30-m telescope. Their study
eads to scale heights of the molecular gas discs from 20 to 100 pc
n the innermost region of a few kpc which is in agreement with the
cale height in the outer Perseus arm. In contrast, the scale height of
he atomic gas discs of the HERACLES galaxy sample is found to
e twice as high compared to that of the molecular discs. 
We determined the mid-plane centroid from the Gaussian fit to the 

istribution of distances from the Galactic plane in Fig. 8 . We found
hat the peak is located abo v e the Galactic mid-plane at 8.7 ± 1 pc.
his is in agreement with the tendency of centroids of the H I layer to
e at positive latitudes beyond the solar circle for the northern disc
Henderson, Jackson & Kerr 1982 ). 

We investigated any impact of our analysis excluding x arm 

between 
.6 and 5.8 kpc with limited latitude co v erage. The resulting scale
eight and displacement from the Galactic mid-plane were, thus, 
ompared to those derived from the integration of the 12 CO data 
ube along the arm thickness of ±100 pc and the complete arm
ength. This leads to a scale height of ∼59 ± 4 pc and a height
bo v e the Galactic plane of 6.3 ± 1 pc and therefore indicates that
he results from both deri v ations are consistent. 

 DISCUSSION  

.1 Distance estimates and constraints 

or the calibration of the Perseus arm’s distance–velocity structure, 
e used maser parallaxes which involves some uncertainties. The 
ariation of the maser position within the GMC leads to an uncer-
ainty of only 1 per cent in associating masers to GMCs for a typical
loud size of 20 pc at a distance of 2 kpc. The uncertainty is, thus,
ominated by a parallax measurement error of 10 per cent at 10 kpc.
t a near distance of 2 kpc for clouds not associated with masers,

he variation of the cloud position within the spiral arm is pre v ailing
nd results in an uncertainty of 20 per cent with a spiral arm width
f ∼400 pc (Reid et al. 2014 ). Errors in the association of maser
istances to whole GMCs can be neglected, because the error in the
arallax distance is usually larger than the radius of the largest GMCs
 > 50 pc). Due to the distance of GMCs in the Perseus Arm of the or-
er of kpc, the whole GMC can be assumed to be at the same distance.

Although distances to a portion of GMCs in the Perseus arm
an be assigned from the maser parallaxes, a number of GMCs
emains without exact measure of the LSR velocity. To determine the
istances to those GMCs, we assume a single distance as a function
f longitude following the rotation curve by Reid et al. ( 2014 ). To
nvestigate the deviation of these model distances (see Section 4.1.1) 
rom the trigonometric distances from maser parallaxes and from 

inematic distances, we compare the results from the different 
ethods in Fig. 9 , where the straight line represents equal distances.
he left-hand panel plots the distances that we derived to the Perseus
rm based on the model from Reid et al. ( 2014 ) (cf. Section 4.1.1)
gainst distances derived from maser parallaxes measured by the 
eSSeL surv e y. The standard deviation of the distribution from
qual distances is 1.2 kpc. Our model distances are subsequently 
ompared to kinematic distances calculated from the prescription 
escribed in Reid et al. ( 2009b ) in the middle panel. Distances
erived from these two methods are in similar agreement as those
n the left-hand panel with a standard deviation of 1 kpc. The right-
and panel illustrates the distribution of kinematic distances versus 
rigonometric distances. The trigonometric distances agree slightly 
ess with the kinematic distances compared to our model distances 
ith a standard deviation of 1.6 kpc. In particular, using the model
istances instead of kinematic distances, we a v oid an o v erestima-
ion of distances in the second Galactic quadrant at a distance 
f 2.5 kpc. 

.2 Longitude–velocity map 

s mentioned in Section 4.1.1, the radial and tangential velocity 
omponents resulting from our fit to the masers indicate a net motion
ounter to Galactic rotation as well as a component with respect to
he Galactic Centre. Their dependence on the Galactocentric radius 
uggests that the Perseus arm mo v es inwards with an increasing radial
elocity component towards larger Galactocentric radii, while the 
rm mo v es outwards as it approaches the inner Galaxy. The tangential
elocity component is rising with decreasing Galactocentric radius. 
his inward and backward motion is also supported by the analysis
f Reid et al. ( 2014 ), although the y giv e fix ed values for the radial and
angential components. Ho we ver, these are based on measurements 
o high-mass star-forming regions within various spiral arms and not 
erived specifically for the Perseus arm. 
Recently, Sakai et al. ( 2019 ) studied the kinematics of the Perseus

rm using parallaxes and proper motions from the BeSSeL surv e y.
he y deriv ed a radial inward motion on average that is counter to
alactic rotation in agreement with our results, but give constant 
alues for the velocity components. We used their result to compute
he spiral arm centre velocity according to equation (3) and plot it as
ed line compared to our fit as green line in Fig. 10 . This shows that
he two fits are similar o v er most of the longitude range and start to
if fer to wards smaller longitudes. The deviation likely results from
he limitation of the maser positions to a longitude range between

190 ◦ and 95 ◦ fitted by Sakai et al. ( 2019 ). The discrepancy of the
wo curves also supports our variation of the velocity components 
s a function of Galactocentric radii to be able to fit the velocities
f masers in the outer and inner Galaxy down to a longitude of 30 ◦

imultaneously. 
MNRAS 509, 68–84 (2022) 
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Figure 9. Comparison of the distance computed from the rotation curve of the Milky Way by Reid et al. ( 2014 ), the model distance (cf. Section 4.1.1), with the 
trigonometric distance derived from maser parallaxes in the left-hand panel and with the kinematic distance from Reid et al. ( 2009b ) in the middle panel. The 
kinematic distance is plotted against trigonometric distance in the right-hand panel. Straight lines in each panel indicate equal distances. 

Figure 10. Representation of the longitude–velocity structure of 12 CO emission averaged over all Galactic latitudes ( −3 . ◦5 < b < + 5 . ◦5) . Our fit of the 
Perseus spiral arm based on non-circular motions linearly varying with Galactocentric radius is illustrated as red line, while the fit from Sakai et al. ( 2019 ) 
including fixed velocity perturbations is indicated as green line. 
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.3 Perseus arm structure at angular versus linear scale 

he distribution of 12 CO integrated intensity at angular scale and
ass surface density at linear scale along the Perseus arm are

ompared in Fig. 11 . The upper panel shows the longitude–LSR
elocity structure of 12 CO emission integrated over the observed
atitude range. The gas mass surface density map illustrating ve-
ocities shifted to the Perseus arm kinematic rest frame against
 arm 

is shown in the bottom panel. To produce the linear mass
urface density map, we integrated the 12 CO intensity o v er an area of
100 pc around the mid-plane, to which we confine the Perseus spiral

rm. Our representation of the Perseus arm structure as derived in
ection 4.1.1 at angular scale is indicated as red line in the top panel
nd corresponds to an arm centre velocity of 0 km s −1 illustrated as
NRAS 509, 68–84 (2022) 

a  
ed line in the bottom panel. The dashed white lines in the bottom
anel mark the width of the Perseus spiral arm and distinguish it from
olecular comple x es at v elocities be yond the Perseus arm v elocity
indow. The mass surface density is scaled to the distance of the
erseus arm and thus refers only to the emission structure within

he width of the spiral arm. We illustrate the translation between
ngular and linear scales of the Perseus arm extent in Fig. 11 ,
here arrows link the Galactic longitude of known molecular cloud

omple x es to their corresponding position along x arm 

. The location
f Sh 235 at a longitude of 173 . ◦6 is converted to x arm 

of 0.22 kpc,
hile W3 at a longitude of 133 . ◦5 can be found at x arm 

of 1.7 kpc.
he two comple x es are associated with low mass surface density

ndicating that only a small amount of mass is contained per pixel
t this high longitude end. Furthermore, the location of NGC 7538
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Figure 11. Comparison of the Perseus arm position–velocity diagrams of 12 CO emission integrated over the observed latitude range at angular scale in the 
upper panel and of 12 CO mass surface density inte grated o v er a distance of ±100 pc from the Galactic plane at linear scale in the spiral arm kinematic rest frame 
in the lower panel. The kinematic arm centre of the Perseus arm is indicated by the red line. The mass surface density illustrated in colour scale is related only 
to the spiral arm emission inside the velocity window marked by the white dashed lines. Arrows indicate the translation of the location of prominent molecular 
cloud comple x es at Galactic longitude and spiral arm length, x arm 
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t a longitude of 111 . ◦54 corresponds to x arm 

of 2.92 kpc and the
osition of Sh156 at a longitude of 110 . ◦11 is translated to x arm 

of
.03 kpc. 
The comparison of these positions in the two reference frames 

ndicates that molecular gas distributed o v er about half of the
ongitude range spanned by the Perseus arm is placed within only a
uarter of the arm’s extent at its intrinsic linear scale resulting from
he range of distances to the Perseus arm. 

At lower longitudes among several star-forming complexes spread 
 v er the region at l ∼ 59 ◦ are e.g. ultracompact H II regions whose
ptical spectra, H I 21 cm line in absorption, and H 2 CO absorption
ines (Fich & Silkey 1990 ; Watson et al. 2003 ; Russeil et al. 2011 )
llo wed to deri ve the far distance to those sites. The mass surface
ensity of those accumulate to the prominent structure of the linear 
cale data cube at x arm 

between 10.5 and 11.5 kpc. The conversion
rom angular to linear scales illustrates that a larger amount of mass
s contained per pixel at the low longitude end. 

Since the linear mass surface density scale is converted to the 
istance to the Perseus arm, it is only valid for the structure within
he arm window. There are also some molecular cloud comple x es
t velocities not assigned to the Perseus arm, but present in the
elocity range plotted in Fig. 11 . Among those is the Cygnus rift
t Galactic longitudes between ∼79 ◦ and 82 ◦ and a LSR velocity 
round 0 km s −1 (upper panel of Fig. 11 ). This corresponds to the
rominent emission feature at x arm 

between ∼ 6 and 7 kpc and
 velocity difference of ∼30 km s −1 to the kinematic arm centre.
he Cygnus rift is an area of diffuse, dark clouds, where hints at

he obscuration have first been disco v ered by star counts by Pyne
 1960 ) in the direction of Cygnus X that is a region of strong and
xtended radio continuum emission (Piddington & Minnett 1952 ). 
lthough the Cygnus rift does not make the major contribution to

he total gas column density towards Cygnus X, it causes a rise in
isual extinction at a distance between 500 and 800 pc obscuring
he optical counterparts of radio continuum sources along the line 
f sight (Schneider et al. 2006 ). The pathfinder of the 12 CO (3-2)
urv e y (Gottschalk et al. 2012 ) is the first study that distinguished
inematically between the molecular line emission of the rift and 
ther molecular clouds and derived a radial velocity between 0 and
 km s −1 . 
At a longitude of 60 ◦, the Vulpecula Rift is in our local neigh-

ourhood at a LSR velocity of ∼20 km s −1 (Klaassen et al. 2014 ).
ts position is translated to the velocity difference of ∼27 km s −1 

ith respect to the kinematic arm centre at the upper edge of the
ottom panel of Fig. 11 at x arm 

of 11.5 kpc. The Vulpecula Rift
s a large molecular cloud complex that is associated with the H II

egions Sharpless 86, 87, and 88 (Sharpless 1995 ) and the open
MNRAS 509, 68–84 (2022) 
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M

Figure 12. Position - velocity diagrams of 12 CO mass surface density integrated over five ranges in distance from the Galactic plane, z. The coverage in distance 
of each image is labeled. 
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luster NGC 6823 as part of the Vul OB 1 association of OB stars
Massey, Johnson & Degioia-Eastwood 1995 ; Reed 2003 ). Infrared
xtinction maps indicate the near distance to the Vulpecula Rift
Russeil et al. 2011 ) in agreement with the photometric distance
f 2.3 kpc to the molecular cloud complex (Massey et al. 1995 ).
here are signs of recent and ongoing star formation in this region
uch as evolved H II regions, main-sequence OB stars, protostars
artially driving very massive and energetic outflows (Beuther et al.
002 ) and a still large reservoir of molecular gas and dust. Klaassen
t al. ( 2014 ) studied the dynamics of a pillar in the Vulpecula
ift ionized by a close high-mass star using CO, 13 CO, and C 

18 O
ines. They found gas of low temperature at ∼18 K and of low
NRAS 509, 68–84 (2022) 
ensity, 8 × 10 3 cm 

−3 , that exhibits a very low velocity disper-
ion ( ∼0.5 km s −1 ) and is likely to mo v e a way from the ionizing
tar. 

In addition, some 12 CO emission at a longitude of 59 ◦ and a LSR
elocity of ∼7 km s −1 originates from the Sagittarius arm. This is
llustrated as the elongated emission structure at a velocity difference
f around 15 km s −1 and at x arm 

of 11.5 kpc (bottom panel of Fig. 11 )
esulting from our conversion to the Perseus arm kinematic frame. 

To illustrate the variation of the 12 CO mass surface density
ependent on the height abo v e/below the Galactic mid-plane, we
onstructed position velocity diagrams for five bins in height in
teps of � d = 40 pc in Fig. 12 . This shows that most of the large-

art/stab2704_f12.eps
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Figure 13. 12 CO integrated intensity is plotted against the height 
abo v e/below Galactic plane for every bin in the Perseus spiral arm length, 
x arm 

. The distributions are fitted by a Gaussian. We illustrate z = 0 pc by the 
dashed line. 
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Figure 14. Scale height is shown against Galactocentric radius in the upper 
panel. A constant scale height fitted to the distribution is indicated by the 
straight line. The radial distribution of the 12 CO layer centroid is presented 
in the lower panel. The Galactic mid-plane is marked as reference by the 
straight line. 
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cale emission features appear predominantly around and abo v e the 
alactic mid-plane. 

.4 Variation of arm thickness with Galactic environment 

o determine the large-scale variation of the vertical structure of the 
olecular gas, we divided the 12 CO linear scale data cube into bins

long x arm 

and analysed the mass surface density distribution for each 
in. The first division was into bins of 2 kpc width along x arm 

and
 second division was added subsequently by shifting each bin by 
 kpc to aim at a homogeneous co v erage of the whole Perseus arm
ncluding areas of sparse 12 CO emission between 7.5 and 9.5 kpc (cf.
ig. 7 ). The integrated intensity is plotted against distance from the
id-plane for every bin in arm length, x arm 

, in Fig. 13 . 
We fitted a Gaussian to the distributions to determine the scale 

eight and the centroid of the molecular gas with the standard 
rror for every x arm 

bin. To analyse the dependence of the vertical
olecular gas structure on the Galactic environment, we converted 

he mean of each x arm 

bin into a Galactocentric radius using the
elation between the two parameters presented in Fig. A3 . Scale 
eights resulting from the Gaussian fits for each x arm 

bin against 
alactocentric radii show an approximately constant distribution in 

he upper panel of Fig. 14 . Our fit to the data yields a scale height
f 76 ± 7 pc on average for the outer Perseus arm illustrated as line
n Fig. 14 . The dependence of the scale height on the Galactocentric
adius has also been studied by previous work. Wouterloot et al. 
 1990 ) compiled several H I and CO (1–0) surveys to analyse the large
cale structure of the outer Galaxy. While the H I thickness is larger
han that of the molecular gas layer in general, they report only a
mall increase of both from the solar radius up to 10 kpc in agreement
ith our result. Clemens, Sanders & Scoville ( 1988 ) analysed CO

1–0) maps to derive the distribution of molecular clouds in the first
alactic quadrant. They found no significant change in thickness for 

he Perseus arm in the outer Galaxy as well. Bronfman et al. ( 1988 )
tudied CO (1–0) emission of molecular clouds in the Galactic disc
ithin a Galactocentric radius range between 2 and 10 kpc. They
erived an approximately constant thickness of the molecular layer 
ith a mean of 70 pc, which is consistent with our result. 
Furthermore, the position of the centroid of the 12 CO gas layer was

etermined from the peak of the Gaussian fit to the distributions of the
istance from the mid-plane for each x arm 

bin displayed in Fig. 13 . We
lot the centroid against the Galactocentric radius which is computed 
rom the mean x arm 

of each bin in the lower panel of Fig. 14 . The
istribution is flat between –5 and 20 pc around the Galactic mid-
lane labelled by the straight line at z 0 = 0 pc up to a Galactocentric
adius of ∼9.6 kpc. The position of the centroid increases up to 80 pc
t Galactocentric radii larger than 9.8 kpc indicating the beginning 
f the warp of the disc. The centroid of ∼100 pc at a Galactocentric
adius of 10 kpc is dominated by the star-forming complex Sh 235
see Section 4.2.1). The radial variation has also been found by
revious studies. Clemens et al. ( 1988 ) illustrate the offset of the
O gas layer centroid from b = 0 ◦ in a face-on image that reveals
olecular emission at 50–75 pc abo v e the Galactic plane at 9 kpc.
ronfman et al. ( 1988 ) used an axisymmetric model to derive the

adial distribution of molecular gas clouds and analysed the deviation 
f the CO layer from the Galactic plane. They report a displacement
f the molecular gas layer of 52 pc at a Galactocentric radius of
9.75 kpc, where the warp of the disc is beginning and extends

eyond the solar circle. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e analysed maps of the 12 CO (1–0) line that were observed by
he FCRAO surv e y. The Perseus spiral arm in the outer Galaxy was
dentified based on its kinematics to produce the first data cube at a
ommon resolution along a whole spiral arm from the perspective of
n external observer. Our main results are summarized in this section.
MNRAS 509, 68–84 (2022) 
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(i) We combined high angular resolution 12 CO observations in the
uter Galaxy with precise trigonometric distances and line-of-sight
elocities from maser parallaxes measured by the BeSSeL survey to
eparate the gas emission originating from the Perseus spiral arm. 

(ii) A logarithmic spiral-arm model (Reid et al. 2014 ) was used to
erive the representation of the velocity–longitude structure of the
erseus arm. The distribution of line-of-sight velocities of masers
as investigated to determine an approximation for the width of the

piral arm that is found to be 7.8 ± 0.2 km s −1 . 
(iii) We changed the coordinate system to the Perseus spiral arm

eference frame. The 12 CO spectra were shifted to the Perseus arm
inematic arm centre and the data were resampled spectrally on to
his reference frame. 

(iv) 12 CO data were convolved to the same spatial resolution along
he whole Perseus arm and regridded on to a constant linear scale
ap using a spatially variable kernel convolution algorithm. We,

hus, produced the first spiral arm data cube at fixed resolution with
he length along the Perseus arm, vertical displacement from the
alactic mid-plane and velocity difference to the kinematic arm

entre as axes. 
(v) The comparison of the longitude–velocity map with the arm

ength v ersus v elocity difference indicates a large mass per pixel at
igh longitudes. Molecular gas mass spread o v er half of the arm’s
xtent at angular coordinates is compressed within only a quarter of
he length in the Perseus arm reference frame. 

(vi) We derived a scale height of ∼63 pc and a centroid of the
2 CO gas layer of 8.7 pc from a Gaussian fit to the distribution of
istances from the Galactic mid-plane. Our analysis of the variation
f these parameters with the Galactic surroundings shows an o v erall
onstant distribution of the arm thickness and an approximately
imilar position of the centroid up to a Galactocentric radius of
9.6 kpc with an increasing trend at larger radii. 
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Figure A1. Schematic description of the computation of Perseus spiral arm 

length, x arm 
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Figure A2. Relation between Galactic longitude and length of the outer 
Perseus spiral arm, x arm 
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Figure A3. Correlation plot between the Galactocentric radius and the 
Perseus arm length, x arm 
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PPEN D IX  A :  C O N V E R S I O N  O F  T H E  

O O R D I NAT E  SYSTEM  

e provide details about the transformation from the angular 
oordinate system to the linear scale Perseus arm reference frame 
n this section. Galactic longitude is converted to x arm 

. We set a
alactic longitude of 180 ◦ as reference point corresponding to x arm 

f 0 pc, which is increasing with lowering longitude. According to 
eid et al. ( 2016 ), the shape and alignment of spiral arm tracks

esemble those of logarithmic spiral arms. Our calculation of x arm 

is
isualized in Fig. A1 . To follow the length along the arm track, we
plit the Perseus arm into tiny segments, calculate their extent, and 
um those up subsequently. The length of each segment is calculated 
y 

 x = 

√ 

d 2 1 + d 2 2 − 2 d 1 d 2 cos ( 	 1 − 	 2 ) , (A1) 

here 	 1 and 	 2 are Galactic longitudes of two endpoints of an
rm segment � x and d 1 and d 2 the distance from the Sun to those
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ndpoints. Adding the lengths of all segments up along the spiral
rm track from the Galactic anticentre until a Galactic longitude
f 31 ◦ results in a total extent of 12 kpc of the Perseus arm in the
uter Galaxy. For the part of the spiral arm between the anticentre
nd a Galactic longitude of 193 . ◦6, we computed a length of 500 pc.
his extension is assigned to ne gativ e values in the linear data cube

cf. Fig. 7 ) indicating the opposite direction compared to the rest
f the spiral arm cube. We plot x arm 

against Galactic longitude in
ig. A2 . To illustrate the location of the Perseus arm with respect to

he Galactic environment, we show the distribution of x arm 

against
alactocentric radius derived from equation (1) in Fig. A3 . 
The thickness of the Perseus spiral arm is derived from Galactic

atitude. The centre of the vertical 12 CO gas layer structure is defined
NRAS 509, 68–84 (2022) 
o be at a Galactic latitude of 0 ◦ and thus in the Galactic mid-plane.
e converted from angular to linear scale using the distance to

he Perseus arm which is calculated for each longitude as given in
quation (2). This results into a distance of 325 pc abo v e the Galactic
lane for the maximum positive latitude extension of 5 . ◦4 and into
 distance of 180 pc below the plane for the maximum co v erage
o wards negati ve latitudes of –3 ◦. For our analysis of the Perseus
piral arm, we focus on the region of ±100 pc around the mid-plane,
here the bulk of the 12 CO emission comes from. 
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